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I photograph trees and reflections of trees in water to invite viewers to reflect on the 

future role of forests in our world– they are the planet’s  imperiled lungs. 

 

Much of the world has a history of deforestation.  After the ancient Greeks and Romans 

harvested Mediterranean forests, the dirt blew away. Today, the media bring us 

alarming stories of clear-cutting in the Pacific Northwest, the Amazon, and Indonesia.  

 

What is the future of the world’s forests in a time of drought and climate change?  Will 

unsustainable clear-cutting continue until the last wild tree goes the way of the last 

passenger pigeon or the last drop of oil?  

 

Over several years, I have photographed reflections in water, and I find the reflections 

of trees in water visually more interesting than straight portraits of trees themselves.  

The play of light and air on water yields images that are more painterly and less literal, 

more poetic, more emotional, more colorful, at times more grotesque.  Manipulation in 

Photoshop has been kept to a minimum– these are largely undoctored images. 

 

Photographing reflections in water increases the number of picture planes in an image. 

Since photography is a two-dimensional illusionistic medium, this interests me. The 

surface of the water  is one plane: on it lies the literal reflection and perhaps added 

patterns of light and shadow.  More planes lie below the surface, since water is a 

transparent medium–down to the bottom of the pond or stream. 

 

I often turn the reflected images of trees upside down, to make them look like “real” 

trees.  This changes the light and atmosphere into something rich and strange, just as 

dreams transform the events of our lives.   These “dream forest” images may look as 

though they come from another planet, but they are intended to make viewers think 

about trees – what they mean to us, how we take them for granted, how they colonize 

earth and air, how they speak to us, how we destroy them...  The images are intended to 

be unsettling, to open thought. 


